Here’s a little more information about our HAPPY SCHOOL PROJECT BOTH school were started in the 1990s, at a time when there were no other good schools in
Kamraj Nagar, Ghatkopar and near Mankhurd, the children from the respective neighborhood
had to walk a distance or cross the Highway to go to the nearest school (which was a big
concern for the parents). both schools started off by renting out a small room, serving preprimary and primary kids. Today the two schools cater to over 1700 and 1450 students
respectively all the way from nursery to class 10. It has been a slow and arduous but a fruitful
journey. Rotary Deonar took up the initiative to make a difference to the children of these two
schools and set about with a firm resolve to change things for the better. We have aptly named
the project 'Happy School'
Our vision for both the schools viz Modern English Medium School and the Subhashchandra
Bose School is to improve the quality of education and to bring them on par with other convent
or private schools in the surrounding areas of Chembur Deonar Mankhurd. We want the
students of these two schools to have the choice to pursue whatever stream they dream od
once they finish grade 10 and 12, just like their privileged counterparts.
The two schools named above are located at the following addresses.
(1) Name : Modern English Medium School

(2) Name : Subhash

Address : Kamraj Nagar, Prayag Chawl,

Chandra Bose Vidyamandir,

Ghatkopar East, Mumbai 400 077

Address : Maharashtra Nagar,

Non-Municipal school

Mankhurd,Mumbai 400 088

Number of students : about 1700

Non municipal school

Medium : English

Located at Mankhurd, Mumbai in an extremely
poor environment.
Number of students : about 1400
Medium : Marathi and partial English for few
higher std classes.

